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Target group

2: Young people driven by design & innovation

Observation

Every van trip is different! Your requirements change if you are
traveling for a beach holiday with the kids or mountain biking with
your friends.

Conclusion

Van accessories and their features need to be multipurpose,
flexible, and easy to adjust.
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Solution

Camplus is the innovative multipurpose gadget everyone needs. Inspired
by the design of the classical VW bus, however adding a numerous
different functions to improve the traditional camping experience.
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Need addressed by this
product

Born as a VW design feature, the
idea for Camplus has evolved in
an all round travel accessory.
With its aerodynamic shape, It is
constructed from metal,
bamboo or even energy
transmitting graphene railings
and customized 3D printed
elements. St
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Further elaboration of the
product

This gadget can be used to
attach a rain or sun shade, roof
rack, energy source as solar
panel, tent, modular furniture or
to organize gear. The green
vacuum holders are 3d printed
and can be printed anyway and
in different design or color the
sharp screws as well. St
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Creative's profile

Youlian Todorov
architect
Zurich, Switzerland

Creative's top 5 skills

Architecture, Product Design, Interior Design

PRO

Third party materials used

https://www.automobilemag.com/news/volkswagen-d-buzz-concept-review-
first-drive

https://www.donaldsonsvw.com/blog/volkswagen-id-buzz-from-concept-to-
production

https://www.4wheelsnews.com/auto/vw-id-buzz-concept-production-2022-
37947-f-254130.html

https://www.autoexpress.co.uk/98221/volkswagen-id-buzz-pictures

http://www.thedrive.com/sheetmetal/13639/volkswagen-confirms-it-will-build-
the-i-d-buzz-in-2022
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